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1 
In the arithmetic study of fundamental groups of algebraic curves over 
finite fields, the liftings of the Frobeniuses play an essential role. Let C be a 
smooth proper irreducible algebraic curve over a finite field F;I and let II 
(resp. n’) be the graphs on C x C of the qth (resp. q-‘th) power correspon- 
dences of C. In several interesting cases, C admits a lifting to characteristic 0 
together with its correspondence T = 17 U P. It will be shown that in such a 
case the quotient of the algebraic fundamental group xi(C) modulo its 
normal subgroup generated by the Frobenius elements of “special points” 
(see below) is determined by the homomorphisms between the topological 
fundamental groups of the liftings of C and of T. The main result of this 
paper, which generalizes [2a, b] (Sect. 4), is formulated roughly as follows. 
Suppose that there exist two compact Riemann surfaces 31, 93’ that Yift” C, 
and another one, go, equipped with two finite morphisms p: 91°+ 93, o’: 
93’ -+ 3’ such that 9 x @: ‘3’ --P 3 X 3’ is generically injective and (o X 4~‘) 
(‘3”) lifts T. Call an F,,rational point x of C special if the point (x, x9) of T 
(which lies on the crossing of 17 and n’) does not lift to a singular point of 
(u, x rp’)(l#‘). Then 
The Galois group ZP of the maximum unramified Galois extension of the 
function field Fqz(C) of C over Fq 2r in which all special points are decom- 
posed completely, is isomorphic with the projnite completion r of r= 
nl(91) *n,qSO, x,(93’), the free product of two topological fundamental groups 
with amalgamation induced by 9, q9. 
Note that the well-known Grothendieck comparison theorem [ l] between 
xi(C) and ;ir,(%) did not give an isomorphism. The use of liftings of flu II’ 
is essential for this “isomorphicity.” Examples of liftable pairs (C, T) are 
provided by Shimura congruence relations (from the side of characteristic 0, 
obtained by reduction of Shimura curves ([8]; cf. also [2a, Sect. 6]), and by 
[4] (from the side of characteristic p, by liftings). In the former case, r is a 
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certain quotient of an arithmetic group of rank one over Z[ l/p], but in 
general, to find a good method for calculating r explicitly is an interesting 
open question. 
Let g be the genus of C. Then the number of special points, denoted by H, 
satisfies H>(q- l)(g- 1). When H=(q- l)(g- I), q and p’ are 
unramified (the lifting of “unramified type”), and .5YiP turns out to be an 
infinite group. When H > (q - I)( g - l), cp and 9 are both ramified, and in 
this case, ,% is conjecturallyfinite. When a ramified lifting corresponds with 
a Shimura congruence relation, this finiteness conjecture is valid, due to our 
main theorem combined with a recent result of Margulies [6]. 
The role played by the special points may be compared with the infinite 
primes of number fields which “decompose completely” in every unramified 
extension. (Can our result give any insight to the number field case?) 
The main theorem has already been proved when the lifting is symmetric 
and of unramilied type, while in the general case, gP was only shown to be 
isomorphic with the “fundamental group” Fm of the system 
{!N c” 30 +v’ !-II’ } [2a, b, Sect. 41. There, the main point was the criterion 
[3] (Ihara-Miki) for potential good reduction of unramified coverings using 
Frobeniuses. (Unlike Abhyankar’s lemma used in the proof of Grothendieck 
comparison theorem, this criterion holds even when the covering degree is 
divisible by p.) We shall show that .Yk is isomorphic with r also in the 
general case. Thus, the key idea is [3], and we are at our “final step.” 
2 
To be precise, let C be a smooth proper algebraic curve over a finite field 
Fq, which is irreducible over F,, and let A be a complete discrete valuation 
ring of characteristic 0 with residue field Fq. Suppose that there exists a 
congruence relation (%Y, $7’; E?) w.r.t. [CA], in the sense of [2a]. It means 
that Q, $7’ are smooth proper A-schemes extending C, and d is an 
irreducible A-flat closed subscheme of 4 xA $5” extending T = l7U II’ (T 
being considered as a reduced scheme). It follows easily that V’, 5Y’, &?- are 2- 
dimensional integral schemes, and that the algebraic closure of Fq in the 
function field F,(C) must be either F, itself (called Case 1) or Fqz (Case 2) 
(cf. [2a, Sect. 1.21). W e restrict ourselves to Case 2, so that F,(C) = F+(C). 
(It is not an essential restriction, as the “twisted base change” 0, A’*’ 
transforms Case 1 to Case 2, where A’*’ is the unramified quadratic 
extension of A [2b, Sect. 1.2.1. Then the rings of global sections of the 
structure sheaves of Q, $7’ and g are A-isomorphic to A”‘. Consider Q, @’ 
and d as A ‘*‘-schemes in such a way that the two projections of d are A’*‘- 
isomorphisms. Choose any embedding s(*): A’*’ + C into the complex 
number field C. Then the base changes of 4, 0’ and gnr (the normalization 
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of g> by OA,z) C are complete nonsingular irreducible curves over C. Call 
them %, %’ and so, respectively, and consider them as compact Riemann 
surfaces. Call 9: so -+ Yl, q’: ‘%O --) 3’ the morphisms induced from the two 
projections of E-. Then q, q’ are of degree q + 1. Take any point P” E so, 
put P = q(P”). P’ = q’(P”), and consider the fundamental groups 
no = Tc1(910, PO), A = q(% P), 4’ = ?rl(tR’, P’). 
Then u, and Q’ induce homomorphisms @: 4’ -+ A and @‘: A0 + A’. Let r= 
A *Ao4’ be the free product of A and 4’ with amalgamation defined by # 
and @‘, i.e., the quotient of the free product A * A’ by the relations 
@(do) = @‘(do) f or all 6’ E A’. (The structure of r itself may depend on the 
choice of embedding E(‘), although its profinite completion ris independent 
of it, due to the theorem below.) 
THEOREM. There is a categorical equivalence between the following 
categories: 
(a) Finite unramzj?ed extensions of F+(C), in which all special points 
of C w.r.t. (GY5 $7’; a) (cf. [2a, Sect. 1.41) are decomposed completely. 
(b) Subgroups of r withpnite indices. 
Proof. By Theorems 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 and Remark 4.6.13 of [2b], 
category (a) is equivalent with category (a’) of “connected finite &ale 
coverings” of the system {‘9? tcP so +w’ %‘}. By definition, each of its objects 
is the following type of commutative diagram: 
Here, %*, !X*‘, ‘%*’ are (connected) compact Riemann surfaces, and J J”“, 
f’ are finite unramified morphisms such that ‘8” X% %” N_ W*’ N R” x3, %*’ 
(over 3’). So, we need only show that category (bj is equivalent with this 
third category (a’). 
For this purpose, take a closed interval I = [- 1, l] on the real line, and 
consider the following 3-dimensional connected topological space M. M is 
the disjoint union-- 
fi=%lJ(9?“xI)tl%~ 
divided by the equivalence relation 
v(x) - (x, - I>, (XT 1) - fP’(x>, for all x E 3’. 
It is the natural amalgamation of the mapping cylinders of p and of v’. Call 
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p: A?-+ M the canonical projection. Put U=p(%’ x [- 1, 1)) and u’ = 
p(S” x (- 1, I]). Then the deformations of U, U’ and Un U’ defined 
by p(x, t) -p(x, --St + t - s), p(x, t) -p(x, ---St + t + s) and p(x, t) + 
p(x, --st + t) (0 < s < 1) induce the homotopy equivalences U= %, U’ u %’ 
and un U’ 1: ‘So, respectively, and also induce the following commutative 
diagram of group homomorphisms, where Q” = p(P”, 0) E M: 
n,(U, Q”> - ni(Un u’, Q”) - rl(U’, Q”) 
111 112 111 (2.1) 
A : A0 2 A’ 
By a theorem of Van Kampen [9] on the fundamental group of a union, 
ri(M, Q”) is canonically isomorphic to the free product with amalgamation 
defined by the three groups in the first row of (2.1). Therefore, r is 
canonically isomorphic with rr,(M, Q’). Therefore, category (b) is equivalent 
with category (b’) of finite unramified connected coverings of M, and it 
remains to prove (a’) - (b’). 
Let F: M* -+ M be any finite unramified connected covering of M. For 
each t E 1, call M, (resp. MF) the fiber over t with respect to the canonical 
fibering Y: M + I (resp. the composite r o F). Then the induced fiber map Ff : 
MF + Mt is a finite unramified covering, but we do not know yet whether 
MF is connected. Give M,* a complex structure via F,. Look at the curves 
p(.u x I) on M determined by each point x on 31’. Tracing over each such 
curve of M on M”, we obtain an analytic isomorphism M$F M: for any t 
with - 1 < t < 1 and two analytic morphisms q*: Mt -MT!, and q*‘: 
M$ + MF. It is clear that the diagram 
F-L 
1 
F{ FI/ (1: unramified) (2.2) 
!?I cre 30 3 %’ 
is commutative, and MT 1 x m%” 1: MOE ‘So x ‘R, MT (over So). The connec- 
tedness of each of ME,, MC, Mr is not yet obvious. On the other hand, the 
connectedness of M itself implies that the graph obtained from the set of 
connected components of ME,, M$, MT (take them as “vertices”) by 
connecting each component of Mz with its image in MT, and MT (the 
“edges”) is a connected graph, such as 
(2.3) 
i : : 
the connected components of MT, A& MF. 
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Conversely, if there is such a system of coverings (2.2), then it obviously 
defines a finite unramified connected covering M” of M. Therefore, to prove 
(a’) - (b’), all that we must show is the connectedness of each of ME,, lLljx ) 
MF for any M*. We must show that such a case as (2.3) cannot happen in 
our case. 
(i) The case where q, p’ are unramified. In this case, the two 
homomorphisms @: do + d and @‘: do --t d’ are injective, and hence A”, rZ: 
d’ can be regarded as ‘subgroups of r. Since the connected components of 
Mt correspond bijectively with the double cosets of AO\T/T*, where r* is 
the subgroup of r corresponding to M *, it suffices to check that r= A’F” 
holds for any subgroup r* of r with finite index. But this is already shown 
in [2b, Prop. 2.4.51. (In [2], r was denoted by Ti. Also, the symmetricity of 
(g, %?‘; g) is assumed in this part of [2b] but this assumption has nothing 
to do with this Proposition.) 
(ii) The case where q or C,O’ is ramified. In this case, since ‘Ji and 3’ 
have the same genus and deg q = deg q’ (=q + l), the Hurwitz formula 
shows that both VI, 9’ are ramified. We claim that there are no proper inter- 
mediate coverings of p or 9’. With the notation of (21, this is equivalent to 
saying that G,’ f7 V, is a maximal subgroup of G,i n Vi (i = 1,2). But this 
is again an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.3.1 ]2a, Sect. 2.3; 2b, 
Sect. 2.21, Proposition 2.6.1 [2a, Sect. 2.6; 2b, Sect. 2.3 ] and 
Proposition 2.1.6(i) [2b]. Indeed, by Proposition 2.6.1, the element g in 
Theorem 2.3.1 (ii) can be chosen from G,+ ; hence Proposition 2.1.6 is 
applicable for G = G,’ and Hi = G,f n Vi (i = 0, 1,2), In particular, no 
nontrivial unramified covering of ‘% (resp. 3’) can be contained in p 
(resp. p’) as a subcovering. Therefore, every finite unramified connected 
covering of ‘% (resp. %‘) is linearly disjoint with p (resp. 9’). Thus, for each 
connected component of MT, or M F, there is only one component of Mz 
lying above it. This implies that each of M” (i = - 1,0, 1) must be con- 
nected. 
Therefore, the two categories (a’) and (b’), and hence also (a) and (b), are 
equivalent. QED. 
3 
Some Remarks 
(A) When (g, @Y’; E?) is of unram@ed type (i.e., p, (D’ are unramified), 
the two homomorphisms @, @’ are both injective, and r is a discrete 
subgroup of PSL,(R) x Gp’ with compact quotient, where Gp’ is a certain 
totally disconnected locally compact noncompact group acting effectively on 
the tree associated with PGL,(k) (k: the quotient field of Z4; cf. [2]). In 
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particular, r is infinite. Moreover, r is residually finite. This is a special case 
of [5, Chap. 3, Theorem 4 and Remark 1 of Sect. 7 and Remark of Sect. 91. 
Therefore, the profinite completion Fof r is also infinite. 
COROLLARY. If (g’, 5T’; fT) is a congruence relation of unram@ed type, 
the maximum unramified Galois extension of F,,(C), in which all special 
points of C are decomposed completely, is an inJinite extension of FJC). 
For example, let C be a projective plane quartic defined by the equation 
over F,. Put 6 = ((1 :O:O), (0: 1 :O), (1: 1 :O), (1: -1 :O)} c C. Then (C, T) 
admits an unramified lifting to characteristic 0 having G as the set of special 
points [4, Example 31. Therefore, the function field F3z(C) admits an infinite 
unramified Galois extension in which all points of 6 are decomposed 
completely (and in particular without constant field extensions). 
(B) When q, q are ram$ed, the two homomorphisms @ and @’ are both 
surjective, because there are no nontrivial intermediate (unramified) 
coverings in q or p’. Therefore, r is nothing but the quotient 
r= d’/(Ker @) . (Ker @‘). 
We conjecture that this group is always finite. 
(C) Let (%!?, g’; g) be a congruence relation of a Shimura curve defined 
from a quaternion algebra B over a totally real number field F. More 
precisely, with the notation of [2a, Sect. 6.21, let (g, g’; g) correspond with 
“level” ZJ,,,, and call r” the group denoted by r= T(U,,, j in Definition 6.2.6 of 
[2a]. Then ? is an arithmetic discrete subgroup of P,!%,(R) X PGL,(F,,), 
where FP is the p-adic completion of F. Let E denote the normal subgroup of 
P generated by all parabolic and torsion elements of F Then we see easily 
that 
(i) the group r corresponding to (@‘, @‘; g) defined in the present 
paper is given by T/E; 
(ii) (@, q’; g) is of unramified type if and only if E = { I}. 
Moreover, when E # {l}, E is noncentral. Therefore, by a recent result of 
Margulis [6] generalizing a result of Mennicke [7] on SL2(Z[ l/p]), f/E 
must be finite. Therefore, the conjecture qf Remark (B) is valid when 
(‘+T, @‘; g) corresponds to a Shimura curve. 
(D) When (‘Z, ‘Z’; g) belongs to Case 1 and is symmetric, the theorem 
remains valid if we replace F+(C) by F,(C) and r by the amalgamated free 
product rc,(%) ~:n,,~)lo) x,(YI~~), where !JIoo is the quotient of go by its 
involution defined by the symmetry. 
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